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A NOTE ON THE CONCORDANCE

HOMOTOPY GROUP

OF REAL PROJECTIVE SPACE

H. SCHNEIDER AND R. WELLS

Abstract.   By means of the mapping torus construction the following

theorem is proved

Theorem. If r m 3 mod4 and r > 7, and % is a homotopy Pr, then there is

an isomorphism ir0 Diff* : 9r = 770 DifT1" : Pr.

1. Introduction. For a manifold M, let Diff (M ) be the group of diffeomor-

phisms of M isotopic to diffeomorphisms leaving some nonempty open set

fixed. Let tr0 Diff : M denote that group factored by those concordant to the

identity. Similarly, let Diff (M,A) denote the subgroup of Diff (A/) of

diffeomorphisms fixing A, and let tt0 Diff : (M,A) denote Diff (M,A) fac-

tored by the subgroup of those concordant mod A to the identity.

Let Pr denote real projective space of dimension r. In [4], an author

establishes an isomorphism tt0 Diff : Pr at %+i+k(^o/^k) f°r r

= 11 mod 16 and k = alL — r — 1 with a il positive integer and L a large

positive integer. Suppose M is a smooth closed, (/ — l)-connected and oriented

manifold of dimension n with / = [n/2]. Suppose f : M -» M is a free smooth

involution; then there is an equivariant embedding (S , — 1) C (A/, f ) produc-

ing an embedding P¡ C A//f, and v(M/^)\P¡ = ki\¡ where r\¡ E KO(P¡) is the

reduced canonical line bundle. The integer k is well defined modc(/), where

c(/) is the order of KO{P¡), and its class modc(/) is called the type of f. For k

and / even, let

I2l(k) = {(A/, 01M ~ S' X S1, type £ = fc}/«,

where ~ means homotopy equivalent, and « means orientation-preserving

equivariantly diffeomorphic. From [3] we recall that I2i(k) has a canonical

group structure, and that for / = 6 mod 8 and k = -21 mod c(l ) we have an

isomorphism w2/+^(^0/^_1) = Ijiik). Thus we have for such / and k the

isomorphism vr0 Diff : P2l_x s 72/(^)- We will say that a homotopy Pr is a

smooth closed r-manifold iPr homotopy equivalent to Pr. It is the object of this

note to find a generalization, for <éPr a homotopy ^ with r = 3 mod 4, of the

isomorphism vt0 Diff: ^_, = 72/(^) above.
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In [1], the first author introduces abelian groups In(k) generalizing the I2!(k)

above. Suppose M is a smooth closed «-manifold homotopy equivalent to

s[n/2] x s&n+\)/2] and suppose f : A/ -► A/ is a smooth free involution. Let

/ = [n/2]. We will say (A/,f ) is admissible if there exist disjoint copies,

P, P' C M/S of P, such that P' C M/S - P is a homotopy equivalence. With

n even, all free involutions are admissible, but when n is odd some are

excluded. Then set

In(k) = {(M,S)\M ~ S[n/2] X 51("+1)/2], type S = k,S admissible}/« .

The equivalence relation « is the same as before when k is even-orientation

preserving equivariant diffeomorphism-but when k is odd, it is only equivar-

iant diffeomorphism. From [1] we recall that I„(k) has a canonical abelian

group structure, provided n > 6; also from [1] we recall that there is an exact

sequence of abelian groups

•• -> e„+1(Z2,(-l)*) -** /„(*) -*% Q„(A(U)) -*» 6,(22,(-1)*),

where £(Z2,(-1) ) is   a   certain   quotient  of   the  Wall   surgery   group

L (Z2,(-l) ), and ttn(\(l,k)) is a certain Lashof cobordism group. It follows,

for example, that In{k) is finitely generated.

Now we can state the main theorem of this note.

Theorem 2. If r = 3 mod 4 and r > 7, and % is a homotopy Pr, then there is

an isomorphism tr0 Diff  : 9r ss Ir+X(k) where k = — r — 1 modc(/).

Corollary. // % is a homotopy Pr, r = 3 mod 4 and r > 7, i/ie/i tt0 Diff+ :

%st^mt:Pr.

The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following theorem. If <3>r is

a homotopy ^, there is an embedding, for m = [r/2], unique up to isotopy

Pm_x C $r such that "nx{Pm_x) -* tx(%) is an epimorphism. Let Nr be a tubular

neighborhood of Pm_x in %. Let /: 770 Diff+: (%,Nr) -» tt0 Diff+: ^ be the

forgetful homomorphism. Then we have the following:

Theorem 1. Let r > 5 and let 9r be a homotopy Pr. Then there is a

homomorphism r: tr0 Diff : (9r,Nr) -> /r+1(/t), w«ere k = — r — 1 modc(/),

iwc« ?«ûî:

(1) kernel (t) C kernel (/),

(2)T(kernel(/))c3er+2(Z2,(-l)/c),

(3) t is an epimorphism.

We continue to use the notation implicit above: Given r, we set /

= [(r + l)/2], m = [r/2], c(/) = order KO(P¡), k = class of -r - 1 modc(/),

and t/j = canonical line bundle over Ps. If (M,N) is a smooth manifold pair,

f(7Y: A/) denotes the normal bundle of N in M; t(A/) denotes the tangent

bundle of M. If ^ is a homotopy ^ we have again the embedding Pm_x C 9r

and its tubular neighborhood Nr a <$r. Since 9,. is necessarily tangentially
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homotopy equivalent to Pr and since r — (m—l) = /+l>(m—1) + 1, we

have that Nr is a smooth embedding of the cell bundle associated with

(/+ l)rjm_,. There is an obvious homomorphism tt0 Diff :(%,Nr)

-+fv^DüT: %.

To see that /is an epimorphism we introduce a homomorphism d: ir0 Diff :

$r -* Z2 defined as follows: If x G 7t0 Diff : 9r, we may choose a representa-

tive (p. % ^> 9r of x such that <p fixes ^ where ^ C Pm_x C ^.. Then

d<p: v(Px: %) -> v(Px: %) represents a well-defined element d(x) G KO~x(Px)

= Z2, and x —> <i(x) is a homomorphism.

Proposition 1. d: tt0 Diff : <3>r -» Z2 « irz'w'a/.

Proof. We are indebted for the proof to R. Z. Goldstein. As in the

definition of d, let <p represent x, such that cp fixes ^. Let g Œ H (S : Z2) and

g' G HX{PX: Z2) be the nontrivial elements. Let x(<p) G HX(SX xtf: Z2) be 0

if d(x) = 0 and pr* g if ¿(x) =1. Let y = pr* g'. Let Sx X9 % be the

mapping torus of <p. Then S1 X ^ C S1 X <?,. and we have that the Stiefel-

Whitney class

v(v(Sx XPX:SXX9 %)) = (1 + *(<p))(l +yf-\

On the other hand, <p is homotopic to the identity, so S X <9r has the

homotopy type of Sx X Pr and lo(t(Sx x^ %)\Sx X Px) = (1 + y)r+X. Since

7(5' X 7f) is trivial,

«MS1 Xv S^1 X Px) = to{v{SX XP.-.S'X^ %)),

and we get (1 + x(<p))(l + y)r~ = (1 + j)r , from which x(<p) = 0 follows

since .y   = 0. The proposition is proved.

If x G 7T0 Diff+: "er)., then there is a representative <p that fixes i^_, C 9r.

We would like to find a representative that fixes Nr. The representative <p at

most twists A1, by an element d'(<t>) G KO~x(Pm_x).

Proposition 2./: tr0 Diff+ : (%,Nr) -* tt0 Diff+ : ?Pr is an epimorphism.

Proof. The map KO~x(Pm_x) -h> KO~x(Px) carries d'(<p) -* i/(x). This map

is an isomorphism for m # 0 mod 4, so we are done in that case by

Proposition 1. If m = 0mod4, then KO~x{Pm_x) = KO~x{Px) is onto with

infinite cyclic kernel. Then d'(y) ^ 0 implies that v(Sx X Pm_x : Sx X^ %) has

a nontrivial rational Pontrjagin class in dimension m, which is impossible, and

the proposition is proved.

Now we construct the homomorphism r. ir0 Diff : {9r,Nr) -* Ir+X(k) for

r > 5. Briefly, it is the mapping torus construction followed by 'surgery' of

Sx X Nr U SJX^. We construct a smooth manifold triad (X; d0X,dx X)

such that dX = d0X U dxX and dd0X = 33,* = d0X n 3,* as follows:

X = D2 X 9r. With S| and Sx_ the right and left hemicircles, respectively, we

set T = closure {% - Nr), and 30A- = Sx_ X V, and 3, X = Sx X Nr U Sx+

XPr.
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Now, if x G 7T0Diff+: (%,Nr) is represented by <p, the mapping torus

S1 X <?P contains a codimension 0 submanifold canonically isomorphic to

S1 x Nr U S+ X <3>r. Thus we may construct a well-defined ' surgery' with

(X;d0X,dxX) in place of the usual (Dr+i;Slx Dm,Dl+l X S"""1): Set y

= ((S1 Xv %) X [0,1]) U X where 3, * is identified with (S1 X Nr U Sl+ X <3>r)

X 1 by means of the canonical diffeomorphism. Then 3 Y = 30 Y U 3, Y with

30 Y = (S1 Xy %) X 0 and 3, Y the other component of 37. It is routine to

check that 3, Y is the orbit manifold of a representative of an element

t(<p) G Ir+X(k). This element r{tp) is well defined. If <p' is another representa-

tive of x, there is a concordance fixed on Nr from (p to <p'. Constructing

Y' for <p' as above, and a similar manifold for the concordance, we obtain an

/i-cobordism finally from 3, Y to 3, Y' so that t(ç') = t(<p'). Thus the map

t: 7t0 Diff : (9r,Nr) ^> Ir+X(k) is well defined by t(x) = r((p) for <p a represen-

tative of x.

To see that t is a homomorphism, we describe t a different way. Recall from

[1] that the orbit space Q of an element of Ir+X(k) is obtained by gluing two

copies of E(mt)i + 1) (the cell bundle associated with mr), + 1) by means of a

diffeomorphism <p': dE(m-q¡ + 1) -» dE(mr¡i + 1). Since an (m + l)-plane

bundle over ij admitting a nonzero section and stably equivalent to m-q¡ is

uniquely determined up to bundle equivalence, we have a diffeomorphism

T X 0 U rxls ^E(mf], + 1) where 3r X 0 is glued to 3r X 1 by the

identity. We have obvious homomorphisms

tt0 Diff+ : (%, Nr) -* nQ Diff+ : (I\ 3r) ^ ir0 Diff+ : (T X 0 U T X 1, T X 1)

-> 7r0Diff+: E{mt¡¡+ 1).

If x is represented by <p, and <¡p -> <p' under the above composition, it is

straightforward to check that E(mit)l + 1) X 0 U , E{mt\l + 1) X 1 represents

t(x). Thus we have the commutative diagram:

TToDifí^: {% Nr)  <—-►"  7T0Diff: dE{m7i, + 1)

T ^\,^

But the horizontal map is already a homomorphism, and according to [1] the

vertical map is a homomorphism onto. It follows that t is a homomorphism.

Proposition 3. kernel t c kernel/.

Proof. Suppose t(x) = 0 with <p a representative of x. Then t(ç>) has orbit

space dE(m7], + 2) = 3£\ Then we have S1 X^ <?,. = d(Y U £), where E is

glued to F along 3^ = 9£. We have S|x«?f C 9(7 U £) C 7 U £, and
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this composition of inclusions is a homotopy equivalence. Using an embed-

ding SJ X <3>r X [0,1] C Y U E given by a boundary collar, an easy applica-

tion of the relative /¡-cobordism theorem, as in [4], shows that there is a

diffeomorphism (S1 x^ %, lx9r)s (S1 X%,1 X %), which is the identity

on the relative part. It follows that f(x) = 0, and Proposition 3 is proved.

Proposition 4. r is an epimorphism.

Proof. Suppose z G Ir+X(k) has orbit space Q. We know Q = E{mt\¡ + 1)

U / E(m-q¡ + 1) for some diffeomorphism <p': dE(mt\i + 1) -> 3£'(mri/ + 1);

also Sx+ X T = d0X is diffeomorphic to E{mr\l + 1). Thus, the triad (X; d0X,

dxX) determines a surgery Y from dxY = Q to 30 Y. It is routine to check that

30 Y = S1 X 9r (e.g. as in [4]). By Proposition 2, we may take <p G tt0 Diff:

(9r,Nr), and clearly r(<p) = v. Proposition 4 is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2. We need only to check that

T(kernel/) C 3£r+2(Z2,(-l)*).

Recall the definition of the Lashof cobordism group appearing in the exact

sequence of [1]. First, P[l,k] ->x(''*) BO is a fibration such that £, -» P[l,k)

_^a(/,*0 Bq -s tjje /th Moore-Postnikov factorization of a map P^^> BO

classifying ki)^. Then ñr+1(X(/,A;)) is the (r + l)st Lashof cobordism group

defined by the fibration \{l,k). The map;?: Ir+X{k) -* Slr+X(\(l,k)) is defined

as follows: If z G Ir+X(k) has orbit space Q, and PC ß is one of the

canonical embeddings of Pl in Q, then there is a commutative diagram

P->P~

l,k\

HI, k)

BO

with Q -» ÄO a Gauss map. The obstructions are zero to finding a unique lift

mod^j of Q to P[l,k]. This lift represents an element of ür+x(X(l,k)) which is

well defined to be p(z).

Let x G kernel (/) have representative <p and let r(x) = z G Ir+X(k), and

let F be the cobordism from Sx X 9r to Q, the orbit space of z. Since

x £ kernel/, we have a diffeomorphism S1 X^ 6*r =s Sx X % = d(D2 X 9r).

Gluing D2 X 9r to Y via this diffeomorphism we obtain a manifold A, which

may be written A = (D2 x %) x 0 Ua (D2 x%)x\ with gluing map an

embedding a: (Sx X N' U Sx+ X %) X 1 C (S1 X %) X 0 such that a((i,£), 1)

= ((t, £ ), 0) for t G S+. We consider the lifting problem set by the following

diagram:
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0 x % x 0
->-P„

It can be solved iff the lifting problem set by the following diagram can be

solved:

Gauss

P[l, k]

where (S1 X Nr U S\_ x 9r) x 1 -»^ Px is a followed successively by projec-

tion (Sl X %) X 0 -> % and then % -* £, . But ip£ Diff+ «?,. implies <p

homo topic to the identity so there is a homotopy commutative diagram:

(S1 xJVrU S\ x op,.) x 1 + P„

n

(D2 x. %) x 1

From this diagram follows the solution of the second lifting problem, and so

of the first. Let v: A —» P[/, A:] be that solution. Then v\Q represents p(z), and

thus 0 = p(z) = p(r(x)). From the exact sequence of [1], it follows that

t(x) G 3£r+2(Z2,(-l) ), the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that

Êi(z2> + 1) = Oforj = 1 mod 4 [2].
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